RENEWAL OF VISA FOR MALAYSIA MY SECOND HOME (MM2H) MEMBERS THAT EXPIRED DURING MOVEMENT CONTROL ORDER (MCO)

All MM2H members who have overstayed during MCO is enforced will be issued a Special Pass by the Immigration Department of Malaysia. The visa fee for the Special Pass is exempted temporarily for the situation. However, the issuance of Special Pass is subject to the following situation:

a. Those Social Visit Pass holders whose pass expired during MCO are allowed to proceed with the first endorsement of the MM2H Long Term Pass. However, the foreign visitors must first apply for the Special Pass at the Immigration Unit, MM2H Centre, Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture and subsequently will be allowed to proceed with the first endorsement of the MM2H Long Term Pass at the same venue.

b. Those Social Visit Pass holders whose pass expired during MCO and have entered Malaysia to apply for Add On/Dependents First Endorsement of MM2H Long Term Pass, must first apply for the Special Pass at the Enforcement Unit, Immigration Headquarters. Subsequently will be allowed to proceed with the first endorsement of the MM2H Long Term Pass at the Immigration Unit, MM2H Centre, Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture.

c. Those MM2H members who applied for 10 years visa renewal or extension of remaining 10 years, whose visa expired during MCO, must apply for the Special Pass at the Immigration Unit, MM2H Centre, Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture while awaiting approval.

d. For the MM2H Dependents Pass holders whose pass expired during MCO but the Principal holder of MM2H visa is not in Malaysia, the MM2H Dependents Pass holders must apply for the Special Pass at the Immigration Unit, MM2H Centre, Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture. The Special Pass will be given for a duration until the Principal is able to renew the pass.
e. Those **MM2H domestic helper work permit** that expired during MCO, the Principal/Employer **must first apply for the Special Pass at the Immigration Unit, MM2H Centre, Ministry of Tourism, Arts and Culture** before proceed to do the medical check-up (Fomema) for the domestic helper. Subsequently, after obtaining the result of the Fomema, the Principal holder of MM2H visa may proceed with renewal of domestic helper visa at the **same venue**.

f. Please be reminded that all Immigration related transaction at the MM2H Centre only **via appointment**.
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